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Biographical Statement

Kelly Musick is Associate Professor in the Department of Policy Analysis and
Management. She received her M.P.A. in economics and public policy from
Princeton University in 1996 and her Ph.D. in sociology from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison in 2000. She was on the sociology faculty at the University of
Southern California before moving to Cornell  in 2008. Her research focuses on
family change and social inequality. She has taught classes in family demography,
populat ion,  social  s tat is t ics ,  and research methods at  the graduate and
undergraduate levels .
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Current Professional Activities

Musick is a Visiting Researcher at the Stockholm University Demography Unit
(SUDA) and the Linnaeus Center for Social Policy and Family Dynamics in Europe
(SPaDE) for the 2014-15 academic year. She is an active member of Cornell 's
Population Center (CPC), the Population Association of America (PAA), and the
American Sociological Association (ASA), as well as founding member of the Work
and Family Researchers Network (WFRN). Musick regularly organizes sessions for
the PAA and ASA meetings and has served in various leadership roles, including
Secretary/Treasurer of the ASA Section on Children and Youth, Council member of
the ASA Population Section, and member of the PAA Program Committee. She
serves as a consulting editor for Sociological Science and  member  of  the
International Nonmarital Childbearing Network organized by the Max Planck
Institute for Demographic Research in Rostock, Germany.

Research

Current Research Activities

Musick studies changing family patterns, with a focus on how they relate to social
inequali ty and the well-being of family members.  Her research has been
supported by a K01 Mentored Scientist  Award from the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development.  She has published on women's  childbearing
intentions; the quality and stability of cohabiting relationships; differences in the
family formation patterns of more and less socially advantaged women; and l inks



family formation patterns of more and less socially advantaged women; and l inks
between children’s well-being and family environments,  including their family
income and living arrangements,  conflict  among family members,  and family
meals and other shared activit ies.

In a new project (with colleagues from the University of Minnesota), Musick is
looking at trends in U.S. couples’ work and earnings following childbirth and their
implications for rising family inequality. Women’s earnings have become an
increasingly important part  of family income across the industrialized world,  yet
women cont inue to  shoulder  a  disproport ionate  share of  domest ic
responsibil i t ies.  The transit ion to parenthood is a particularly salient turning
point ,  when mothers  cut  back at  work to  accommodate new t ime demands at
home,  and earnings gaps between partners  widen.  Have men and women become
more similar over t ime in their  employment responses to childbirth? What are the
implications of gendered changes in the division of labor for broader trends in
social inequality? Work in progress (with colleagues at Stockholm University)
further  explores these quest ions using cross-nat ional  data  to  tap the roles  of
normative and policy contexts in shaping couple-level  negotiat ions around work
and family. 

In other on-going work (with collaborators at Cornell  and the University of
Minnesota and funding from the Cornell  Population Center and Institute for Social
Sciences), Musick examines how parents fare in the context of today’s
t ime-intensive and chi ld-centered mode of  parent ing.  This  project  draws on new
questions in the American Time Use Survey to assess multiple dimensions of
parental  well-being in t ime with children, for example,  happiness and stress.  I t
focuses in part icular  on how the l ink between well-being and parenting is  shaped
by factors l ike gender,  social class,  work arrangements,  and family structure.
Broadly,  this  work informs our understanding of how the context of parenting
contributes to the joys and strains of raising children.
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Courses
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PAM 2030 Population and Public Policy

PAM 2150/SOC 2130 Research Methods

PAM/SOC 4470 Families and Social Inequality

PAM/SOC 6280 Family Demography
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